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Let R be a *-prime ring with skew elements K, extended centroid C, and central 
closure RC. For 17, WC R we define CJ(“)( W) inductively: U”‘(W) = [U, W], 
U(” + I)( W) = [ Cr, U’“)( W)]. An additive subgroup V of K is called a generalized Lie 
ideal (GLI) of K of index <n if V’“l(K) E V. The notion of a GLI includes that of 
a Lie ideal of K, a Lie inner ideal of K, and an additive subgroup of K which 
generates a nilpotent subring of R. 
THEOREM. Zf char R = 0 and V c K such that V’“‘(K) = 0, then VE C + B, where 
B is a nilpotent subring oj’ RC. 
THEOREM. Suppose It is an involution of the first kind, V is a GLI qf K of in&x 
<n, and T={~EKI[V,[~,K]]GV}. Zf char R#2 and [T,T]#O then 
[Zn K, K] E V for some nonzero *-ideal Z oj’ R. Zf char R = 0 and [T, T] = 0 then 
p-7=0 
A similar result is obtained when * is of the second’kind. 0 1992 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper (unless explicitly stated otherwise) R will denote 
a *-prime ring, i.e., a ring with involution * in which the product of any 
two nonzero k-ideals is never zero. We shall assume throughout that R 
admits the operator f, which necessarily implies that char R # 2. R may be 
*The second author was partially supported by NSERC of Canada and a University of 
Victoria research grant. 
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written as S 0 K, where S is the set of symmetric elements * = s, and K is 
the set of skew elements k* = -k. S forms a Jordan ring under x 0 )’ = 
.XY + Jtx and K forms a Lie ring under [I-v, J’] = XY - yx. 
Our paper is primarily concerned with the Lie ring K and relies heavily 
on a recent paper of the authors, “Herstein’s Lie Theory Revisited” [9]. It 
makes significant use of the extended centroid C and the central closure 
RC of R, and we very briefly recall these and related notions (for details 
see [ 1, Section 21). 
In a fashion similar to the construction of the extended centroid of an 
ordinary prime ring, the filter of all nonzero *-ideals is used to construct 
the extended centroid C of R, and one is able to form the overring A = RC, 
called the central closure of R. C is a commutative ring with 1 containing 
the center Z of R and has the important property that given 3, E C there 
exists a *-ideal I # 0 in R such that UC R. Furthermore the involution * 
may be extended in a natural way to A. The symmetric elements of C are 
denoted by C,, and we remark that C, is a field. 
We define the involution * of R to be of the first kind if C = C, and of 
the second kind if C, # C (i.e., if C contains a skew element). The ring RC, 
is called the *-closure of R and, if F is the algebraic closure of C,, we can 
form the super *-closure I= RC, @ c* F. R is again a *-prime ring and is 
prime if and only if Sr is of the first kind [9, Lemma 5.11. If R satisfies a 
polynomial identity (PI) and * is of the first kind then it is known that R 
is either of class HI(n) (i.e., R = M,(F) under transpose involution) or oj 
class C(n) (i.e., R = M,(F) under symplectic involution). If R is PI and It 
is of the second kind it is known that i? is of class A(n) (i.e., i? = T@ T”, 
T” the opposite ring of T, * the exchange involution (x, 11) + (J!, xj, 
T= M,(F)). 
Let V and W be subsets of any ring R. We define V’“‘(W) inductively 
as follows: V(‘)(W) = [V, W], V @=+ i’(W) = [V, V’“‘(W)]. The notation 
V@) will mean V(“-l)( V). Occasionally we shall need the derived series 
of V: VII1 = [V, V], VCm+ll = [Vcml, Vcm3]. V” will have its usual 
associative meaning. We also introduce the terminology P to mean the 
associative subring of R generated by V. 
DEFINITION. Let R be a ring with involution, with skew elements K. An 
additive subgroup V of K is a generalized Lie ideal (GLI) of K of index <N 
if V@)(K) c V. 
The case n = 1 coincides with the notion of a Lie ideal of K. The case 
n = 2 is precisely that of a Lie inner ideal of K (first introduced and studied 
by Benkart [2]). But the notion of a GLI of K of index <n also includes 
that of an additive subgroup of K which generates associatively in R a 
nilpotent subring of index [(n + 1)/2]. 
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We are now in a position to state the two main results of this paper. For 
simplicity of presentation we do not state them in the fullest generality 
(accurate statements are to be found in Sections 5 and 6). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let R be It-prime, * of the first kind, char R = 0, and let 
V be a GLI of K of index <n. Then, unless 2 is of class BD(2), BD(4), or 
C(2), one of the following hot&: 
(a) V? [Jn K, K] for some nonzero +-ideal J of R, 
(b) V6n-7 = 0. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let R be *-prime, * of the second kind, char R = 0, and 
let V be a GLI of K of index dn. Then, unless w is of class A(2), one qf the 
following holds :
(a) There exists CI E C, such that V[a] 2 [Jn K, K] for some nonzero 
k-ideal J of R, 
(b) VcC+B, BasubsetofRC,B3”-3=0. 
A very special case occurs when V is taken to be generated by a single 
element, a, of K and we have (ad a)” (K) = 0. In this regard we recently 
proved: 
THEOREM 1.1 [ 11, Main Theorem]. Let R be prime with *, of char 0, 
and let a E K be such that (ad a)” (K) = 0. 
(1) If * is of the second kind, (a - A)[@+ 1)/Z] = 0 for some skew 
element 1 in C. 
(2) rf* is of the first kind aC@+1”21 = 0 unless 
(a) i? is of class BD(2). 
(b) n E 0 (mod 4) or 72 E 3 (mod 4), in which case, aC(n+‘)“l+’ = 0. 
Theorem 1.1 will be used significantly in the proof of our present results. 
We also mention that Theorem 6.4 generalizes the following recent result of 
ours : 
THEOREM 1.2 [lo, Theorem 31. Let R be prime of char 0, and let V be 
a GLI of R of index< n (considering R as a Lie ring under [x, y]). Then 
either 
(a j V? [J, R] for some nonzero ideal J of R, or 
(b) Vc C+ B, B a subset of RC, B3+’ =O. 
As we have already stated, the goal of the paper is to analyze the 
generalized Lie ideals V of the skew elements K of a *-prime ring R. The 
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plan of the paper is to treat separately the cases when * is of the first kind 
and of the second kind. Let us indicate briefly the plan of attack when * 
is of the first kind (a similar plan is followed when * is of the second kind). 
A useful tool for studying V is the set T= ( t E K 1 [ V, [t, K]] c V> (this 
idea originated with Herstein and was subsequently exploited by Benkart 
[2]). It can be shown that T is both a Lie inner ideal of K (i.e., 
T’*‘(K) s T) and a Lie subring of K (i.e., [T, T] E T). Some useful lemmas 
concerning Lie inner ideals and Lie subrings, along with other preliminary 
material, are developed in Section 2. It is then natural to separately follow 
through the cases when T”) = 0 and T(‘) # 0. Since it is readily shown that 
V(2n- ‘j(K) E T, when T’” = 0 we have [ V(2’1-2)(K), V2+ ‘)(K)] = 0. This 
situation is then treated in Section 3, the conclusion of Theorem 3.3 being 
that V1(6n-77)(K) = 0. In Section 4, Theorem 4.4 is then invoked in order to 
conclude that V6”-~’ = 0, which is precisely conclusion (b) of Theorem 5.2. 
The condition T(l) # 0 is then analyzed in Section 5 in order to obtain part 
(a) of Theorem 5.2 and thereby complete its proof. In a fashion analogous 
to Section 5 the proof of Theorem 6.4 for involutions of the second kind is 
completed in Section 6. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we first continue with more introductory material 
concerning the Lie structure of K in *-prime rings, referring primarily to 
our paper [9]. After that we prove some general emmas and derive further 
properties of Lie inner ideals of K. 
We remind the reader of our standing assumption that R is a *-prime 
ring. Following [9] we recall that for a subset X of R X-0 means 
[X, K] =O. By [9, Lemma 5.51 for XC K, XrO implies that X is central 
in R unless iT is of class BD(2). (This latter situation will not be of great 
interest to us since KC is l-dimensional over C and hence K is “trivial” in 
the sense that [K, K] = 0.) 
Any additive subgroup U of K such that Us 0 is clearly a Lie ideal of 
K (of a rather trivial sort). On the other hand if Z is any *-ideal of R then 
[Zn K, K] is always a Lie ideal of K and furthermore by [9, Corollary 5.31 
[In K. K] f 0 provided Z # 0 and K f 0. Such Lie ideals will be called 
standard [9, p. 141. 
If V is an additive subgroup of a Lie ideal U of K such that [V, U] E V 
then V is called a Lie subideal of K. In this paper Lie subideals of K will 
turn .out to play an important role and fortunately in [9] Lie subideals 
of K have been as thoroughly analyzed as have Lie ideals of K. For V a 
Lie subideal of K we define J, to be the *-ideal R[ Vczl 0 Vc2], Y[l’]* R 
and remark [9, Theorem 3.51 that [Jvn K, K] c I’. We say that V is 
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exceptional if V f 0 and J, = 0 (equivalently, [J, n K, K] = 0). One of the 
main results of [9] is that exceptional Lie subideals can occur very rarely: 
by [9, Theorem 5.10 and Theorem 5.71 if V is exceptional then a is of class 
A(2), C(2), or BD(4). 
When R is not prime we summarize a few facts about R in the form of 
a remark (see Cl, p. 8603). 
Remark 2.1. If R is not a prime ring (in which case * is necessarily of 
the second kind) then there exists a nonzero k-ideal of R of the form 
J@ J*, with J# 0 an ideal of R such that Jn J* = 0. This ideal can be 
used to construct idempotents l, s2 in C such that si +Q = 1, slsZ = 0, 
E; = E?. We observe that /3 = Ed - s2 is a skew element of C such that /?’ = 1. 
For i = 1,2 ERR is a prime ring with extended centroid sic, and we have 
R E Ed RO Ed R. If I is any nonzero *-ideal of R then ELI is a nonzero ideal 
of ERR, i= 1, 2. 
In the course of this paper we shall sometimes come across so-called 
“differential identities” (see [S] for a definition of these), and we shall need 
some very special cases of the following general result in this regard. 
Remark 2.2 [3, Theorem 11. Let R be a prime ring and let f be a 
“differential polynomial” vanishing on a nonzero ideal of R. Then f must 
vanish on A = RC. 
A well-known result of Herstein [4, p. 51 states that if R is prime and 
UE R is such that [a, [a, R]] = 0 then aE.Z (the center of R). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let R be a *-prime ring and suppose [a, [a, I]] = 0 for 
some nonzero k-ideal I. Then a E Z. 
ProoJ If R is already prime then by Remark 2.2 [a[a, R]] = 0 and we 
are finished by Herstein’s result. If R is not prime by Remark 2.1 
[~~a, [si, a, ~~111 = 0 in the prime ring .qR, i= 1, 2, and by Remark 2.2 
[sia, [qa, ERR]] = 0 whence a is central by Herstein’s result again. i 
At this point we prove a very easy but very useful lemma which slightly 
generalizes [9, Lemma 3.11. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let R be any ring, W an additive subgroup of R, and I an 
ideal of R. Then [ r, I] = [ W, I] (where w is the subritlg generated by W). 
ProoJ: Let xi, x2, . . . . X,E W, rE I. Then 
C-x1 x2 .--x,,, r] = [~~x~...x,-~,x,r] + [x,~, rxlxz...x,_I], 
and so by induction we are done. 1 
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If ri, 1’2, . ..) rn are elements of a ring R the notation [r,, r2, . . . . r,] will 
designate any one of the various n-fold Lie products of rl , r2, . . . . T,, . An 
obvious induction combined with the Jacobi identity yields the following 
result, and we leave the details of the proof to the reader. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let R be any ring and let vl, z’?, . . . . v,, r E R. Then 
(a) CCu,, v2, . . . . un], r] =x 5 [wl, . . . . [w,, r] ’ .-I 
(b) Cv,, ~2, . . . . 4 =IZ Ilw,, . . . . CH~,,-~, 1v,,l . ..I. 
where wl, \v2, . . . . w, is a permutation of vl, v2, . . . . v,,. 
We now return to a ring R with involution. For the remainder of this 
section we will be interested in the Lie inner ideals T of K. We recall their 
definition: [T, [T, K]] E T. It follows by the Jacobi identity that 
[[T, T], K] G T, but some caution must be exercised since if W is an 
additive subgroup of K satisfying [ W (*), K] c_ IV it does not necessarily 
follow that W is a Lie inner ideal of K. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let R be a ring with * and let T be both a Lie inner ideal 
of K and a Lie subring of K. Then 
(a) T’“)s T(“-l), n32 2 
(b) T’“’ is a Lie subring qf K, 
(c) T’“’ is a Lie inner ideal of K. 
Proof. The proof of (a) is immediate by induction on n and (b) follows 
easily from (aj and the fact that T is a Lie subring. To prove (c) let 
x, YE T’“‘, kE K, and write E’ = [tl, t2, . . . . t,]. Using Lemma 2.5(a) we have 
=I CT L-w,, .. . . [w,p2, tv] . ..]I = [x, t] E [Tfn’, T] 
c [T’” I’, T] = T’“‘, - 
where IV,, MI*, . . . . MJ,isapermutationoft,,t,,..., t,,t=[wnpl, [w,,k]]~T, 
and where we have used the fact that T is a Lie subring. 1 - 
An induction in conjunction with the Jacobi identity will yield the 
following result and again we leave the details to the reader. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a ring with -k and let T be a Lie inner ideal of AK 
Then CT’“‘, K] E T’“+ I’ for all n 2 2. 
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For T a Lie inner ideal of K and a Lie subring of K we define I, to be 
the *-ideal R[T (3) D T(3), T(2)]2 R. 
LEMMA 2.8. [ITn K, K] E T. 
ProoJ: Let a, b E T , (3’ k E K, s E S. With the help of Lemma 2.7 the two 
calculations 
[aoh, k] = [a, k]ob+ao [b, k] E [Tc3’, K]o Tc3)5 T(‘)o T@) 
[a~b,s]=[a,b~s]+[b,a~s]E[T(3),K]~T(2) 
show that [T (3)o Tc3), R] E F (the subring generated by T”‘). Now 
let aE Tc3)o Tc3), b E Tc2), and TE R. From what we have just shown 
[a, b] r = [a, br] + b[a, r] E T”r, i.e., [ Tc3) 0 Tc3), Tc2)] R E ?;nr. Likewise 
R[ Tc3) o Tc3), Tc2)12 c p, and so I, E p. Making use of Lemma 2.4 we 
have 
[I, n K, K] G [ Tc2), R] = CT(‘), R] = [ Tc2), K] + [ Tc2), S], 
whence 
[I, n K, K] G [ Tc2’, K] c T, 
and the proof is complete. 1 
We close this section with a result of Benkart [2]. 
LEMMA 2.9 [2, Lemma 4.41. Let R be a ring with involution of the first 
kind and let T be a Lie inner ideal of K and a Lie subring of K. Then for 
all n > 2, Tc2’ = 0 if and only if T’“’ = 0. 
ProoJ: We may assume that ii is not of class BD(2) since the result is 
trivially true in that situation. By Lemma 2.6(a) the implication Tc2) = 0 
implies T’“‘= 0 is obvious. Now assume T’“‘= 0 .with n 2 3. By 
Lemma 2.5(a) [T ‘“-“,K]~T’“~~“(K)=T’“-~3’(T’2’(K))~ T’“-3’(T)~T, 
since T is a Lie subring. Therefore 
[T(“-l), [T(“-l),K]]~[T(“-l), T]=T’“‘=O. 
Choosing a E T’“- ‘), we have [a, [a, K]] =O. By Theorem 1.1(2) we 
conclude that a = 0, and so we have shown that T(“-‘) = 0. Continuing in 
this fashion, we finally obtain Tc2) = 0. 1 
3. COMMUTING PRODUCTS OF DERIVATIONS 
Let P be a ring, not necessarily associative, and let Der P be the set of 
all derivations of P. Later in this section we shall take P to be an 
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associative ring R and also take P to be the Lie ring K of skew elements 
of a ring with involution. We let A = 6,6, .. .6, denote the product of 6,) 
d,, -.., 6, E Der P and let 1 Al = n. For x, y E P we have the useful Leibnitz 
Formula, 
(xy)” = c yy-i, 
4, 
where 
{jl,j2, . . ..ji, k,, k,, . . . . k,,-i) = {A 2, . . . . nf 
Liz, j2, -.., jj> n (k,, k,, . . . . k,-i) = @. 
We define A,, the product of no derivations, to be the identity map on P. 
Let D be a nonempty subset of Der P, fix a positive integer n, and let W 
be the subring of P generated by all elements of the form u4, 
A=6,6, . ..6., lA( an, where u varies over P and 6,, &, . ..~ 6, vary over 
D. The ~5~ are not necessarily distinct in these expressions. We first state a 
lemma which appeared in [lo]: 
LEMMA 3.1 [lo, Lemma A]. For I= 1,2, . . . . rz u~~-~u’~“+‘-~ E W, where 
u,t,~Panda,_,andA,,+,~, are products of elements of D of lengths n - I 
and 2n + 1- 1, respectively. 
By relabeling P = R, zl = x, u = y the proof of Lemma 3.1 is the same 
proof verbatim as that of [ 10, Lemma A], since the associative law is never 
used. Therefore we omit the proof, referring the reader to [lo] for details. 
As a first application of Lemma 3.1 we restate a result from [lo], again 
omitting the proof. 
THEOREM 3.2 [lo, Theorem 21. Let R be a prime associative ring, let 
n >O be fixed, let D be a nonempty subset of Der R, and suppose 
[u’, u”] = 0 for ah u, v E R and all A, Sz such that lA( an and IQ1 an. Then 
either R is commutative or ur = 0 for all u E R and all I for which II’1 > 
3n-1. 
As a corollary of Theorem 3.2 we have 
THEOREM 3.3. Let R be a k-prime ring with involution of the second 
kind, let n > 0 be fixed, let D be a nonempty subset of Der R, and let I # 0 
be a *-ideal of R. Suppose [x4, yR] = 0 for all x, y E I and all A, Sz such 
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that (A 1 2 n and IQ1 2 n. Then either R is commutative or xr = 0 for all x E R 
and all r for which (rl > 3n - 1. 
Prooj If R is prime then by Remark 2.2 the “differential identity” 
[xd, ~“1 = 0 holds for all x, JJ E R and the result follows from Theorem 3.2. 
If R is not prime we write R G E, R@ ERR according to the machinery of 
Remark 2.1. Der R E Der(RC) in a natural way, and it is easy to see that 
for 6 ED .sf = 0, i = 1, 2, whence (six)’ = six’, x E I. Clearly 
[ (EiX)d, (Ei y)“] = Ei [x”, y”] = 0 
for all x, y E I. By Remark 2.2 again we conclude that [(E~x)~, (E~Y)~] = 0 
for all x, y E R, i= 1,2. Then by Theorem 3.2 (q~)~= 0 for all x E R and 
allrsuchthatjf(a3n-1,i=1,2,whencexr=OforallxER. 1 
For the remainder of this section we assume R is a prime ring with 
involution of the first kind. 
LEMMA 3.4. Zf u, v E K are such that [u, [v, k]] = 0 for all k E K then 
[u, v] = 0. 
ProoJ For XER, x-x*EK, so that [u, [v,x]]= [u, [v,x*]]. Now, 
for ke K, [u[v, kv]] = [u, [v, k] v] = [v, k][u, v], since [u[v, k]] = 0. On 
the other hand 
Cu, Cv, kvll= Cu, CD, Wu)*ll= Cl49 Co, vkll= Cu, v, Cv, kll= Cu, uICV, kl 
for the same reason. Thus [ [u, v], [v, k] ] = 0 for all k E K. Replacing k by 
[k, u] we have 0 = [[u, v], [v, [k, u]]] = [[u, v], [ [24, v], k]], again since 
[u, [v, k]] = 0. By Theorem 1.1(2) either [u, v] = 0 or R is of class BD(2). 
However in the latter case [K, K] = 0 and so [u, v] = 0. 1 
As a corollary to Lemma 3.4 we have 
LEMMA 3.5. Zf u E K is such that [[K, u], [K, u]] = 0 then either u = 0 
or i? is of class BD(2). 
Proof: For k E K set o = [k, u]. Then [v, [u, K]] = 0, which implies 
that [u, v] = 0 by Lemma 3.4, i.e., [u, [u, K] ] = 0 for all k E K. Again by 
Theorem 1.1(2) this forces u = 0 unless i? is of class BD(2). 1 
THEOREM 3.6. Let R be a prime ring with involution of the first kind such 
that R is not of class BD(2), let n > 0 be fixed, and let D be a nonempty 
subset of Der K (the set of derivations of the Lie ring K). Suppose that 
[u’, v”] = 0 for all u, v E K all A, $2 which are products of elements of D 
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w?th /Al >, n and (521 >, n. Then ur= 0 for all u E K and ali r for which 
(rla3n-1. 
ProoJ Let W be the Lie subring of K generated by all vA, ~1 E K, Id 1 2 n. 
By hypothesis W is commutative. In Lemma 3.1 by letting P be the Lie ring 
K, interpreting the operation as the bracket product, and setting E = n, we 
conclude that [K, u’] c W for all u E K and all r such that Irl z 3n - I. 
Since W is commutative [[K, Us], [K, u’]] =O, and so by Lemma 3.5 
d-=0. 1 
4. LIE NILPOTENCY 
Let R be any ring and let R” denote the opposite ring, with multiplica- 
tion in R” given by x 0 y = JJX. Putting mappings on the left, we see that R, 
(resp. R,), the ring of left (resp. right) multiplications of R, is isomorphic 
to R (resp. R”). The inner derivation ad a, a E R, may be written as a,- a,, 
We fix a sequence of m elements a,, a2, . . . . a,, E R (not necessarily distinct). 
For N = {O, 1, 2, . ..> we let N*‘+l denote the additive semigroup of all 
(2m - l)-sequences with components in N. If x= (c(,, ~.., c~i, b2, . . . . Pm)e 
N’Im-’ we define the products: 
Also for x we make the definitions: 
Z(x)=a,+ ... +a,+&+ ... -I/?, 
II(X) = a, 
/j(X) = ct,+ pi, i = 2, 3, . . . . m 
hi(x) = max(cli, pi) i = 2, 3, . ..) n1. 
We then define a partial ordering on N 2mm-i in the following way. For any 
two elements x, y E N*“- ’ we compute 1, I,, 12, .. . . I,, A,, . . . . h, (in that 
order). At the first place where they disagree (if at all) we say accordingly 
whether x >y or x <y. If I, I,, . . . . h, all agree on x and J’ then x and 3 
are not comparable and we just say that x-y (x is equivalent to y)= 
For example, if m = 3, we have (11, 2, 3,4, 1) < (4, 7, 3, 1, 6) whereas 
(L4,2, 5,9) - (9, 5, 2,4, 1). 
Now for MI= (em, . . . . cri, r2, . . . . Z,)E N2m-1 we define 
q(w) = (ad Q,)~~... (ad u,)~’ (ad u~)~?. . .(ad CZ~)‘~, 
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in other words, 
q(w) = (a,,- Urn,)“‘“. . . (all - QlrY’ (a21 - u2,P . . . (a,, - %I,)‘“. (1) 
Expanding we have 
ql(w)=C (-l)“&k(u~...u~~u~...a~)“)l(~~~ . . . 0++ . ..&j& 
where ai + yi = bi, Bj + di = xi, h = ym + . . . + y1 + 6, + . . . + s,, 
Setting x = (cI,, . . . . a,, p2, . . . . p,) and u = (y,, . . . . yr, 6,, . . . . 6,,) we may in 
turn express (1) in the more compact form 
q(w) = c (- 1)““) &(X)(X), (fi),, E(X) as above. 
I + ” = II’ 
THEOREM 4.1. Let R be any ring and let a,, al, . . . . a, E R. Suppose there 
exists z E N 2m - ’ such that F # 0 or z” # 0, and suppose there exists t E N 2m - 1 
such that for all x 2 t, .? = X = 0. Then there exists t’ E N2”-’ such that 
p(w) = (- l)c(y) E (z)(Z)! (j),., MJhere 5# 0, J # 0, and l(z) = l(y). 
ProojI Because of the existence of the element t in the hypothesis we 
choose z = (a,, . . . . q, p2, . . . . pm) maximal re Z # 0 or z” # 0. Without loss of 
generality we may assume 2 # 0 (just replace z by 
zo= mm . . . . 82, Ml, @2, .-., %A). 
We proceed to pick y = (E,, . . . . si, p2, . . . . p,) by the following inductive 
process. Set Y, = { y 1 jj # 0, Zi(y) = ii(z), i = 1,2, . . . . m}. Y, is nonempty 
since z, E Yl. We also note that for y E Y,, we have E, = CI~. For 
i = 2, 3, . . . . m we define Yi inductively as follows: 
If hi(z) = cli (i.e., ai > /Ii) then Yi = {y E Yip i 1 .si maximal}. We note that 
pi = ii(y) - ei= l,(z) - ei is then determined. 
If hi(z) = pi (i.e., pi > ai) then Yi = (y E Yip i 1 pi maximal}. We note that 
ei = li (y) - pi = li (z) - pi is then determined. 
Clearly Y,,z consists of a single element (E,, . . . . E,, pz, . . . . p,) which we 
now fix as y. 
We let cri = cxi + q, ri = /3i + pi, and set 
w=(cr,, . ..) 61, z2, . ..) z,)=z+y. 
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Referring to the material at the beginning of this section we write 
q(w) = c (- l)[‘“’ E(X)(X)/ (ii),. (21 
*+li=bC 
We shall show that for any pair X, u # x, 1’ appearing in (2) either ,f = 0 or 
ii = 0, thereby proving that (P(JV) = ~(2)~ (y),.. 
We first claim that Z(x) = Z(z) = Z(U). Indeed, from x + u = z + y we have 
Z(x)+Z(u) =21(z). If either Z(x)> Z(z) or Z(u)>Z(z) then x>z or u>z, 
whence ?c = 0 or ii = 0. Therefore Z(X) < Z(z) and Z(u j < Z(z), forcing Z(x) = 
I( 2.4) =Z(z). 
A similar argument shows that for all i Zi(x) = Z,(U) = Zj(z). Indeed, let i 
be the first subscript (if any) for which the above fails. From x+ U=Z +y 
we have Zi(x-) +E,(~)=21,(2). If either Z,(xj> Z,(z) or Z,(u)> Zi(z) we see 
from the definition of the partial ordering that x > z or 24 > z, whence 2 = 0 
or ii = 0. It follows that Z,(x) = Zi(u) = Zi(z). 
We are finally ready to claim that, unless x = z (or equivalently u = yj, 
X = 0 or ii = 0. We write x = (y,,, . . . . ~7,) 6,, . . . . 6,) and u = (A,, . . . . ii,, 
p2, . . . . p,,). From Z,(x) = Z,(U) = Z,(z) = II(y) we see that 11~ = c(r and Ai = sr. 
Let i be the first subscript among i = 2, 3, . . . . m for which the pair yi, di is 
unequal to the pair CI,, pi. Suppose first that Zri(z) = clj3 /Ii. If yi > cli then 
x>z and so X=0. If ~!~<a~ then from x+u=z+y we have yi+jLi= 
cli + ci, whence & > .si. Since u E Yip I we may conclude that ii = 0 by the 
maximality of Ed. Therefore yi = cli and from Zi(x) = Zi(z) we obtain 15~ = pi. 
Suppose next that hi(z) = /Ii > C(~. If di > /Ii then x > z and so X = 0. If ai < pi 
then from x+u=z+y we have 6,+pi=fl,+p,, whence pLi>pi, Again, 
since UE YiPI, we conclude that ii = 0 by the maximality of pi. Therefore 
we must have dj = fli and so from Ii(x) = Z,(z) we also have yi = cli. The 
proof of Theorem 4.1 is now complete. 1 
As a first application of Theorem 1 we rederive one of the main results 
of [lo]. 
THEOREM 4.2 [ 10, Theorem 11. Let R be a prime ring of char 0 and let 
I/ be a nonempty subset satisfying 
V(“‘( R) = 0 
for some fixed positive integer n. Then V c C + B, B a subset of A = RC, 
B”=O where m= [(n+ 1)/2]. 
ProoJ We first note that VcqJ(A) =0 for all q 3n. In particular 
(ad 0)~=0 and so by [S, Corollary l(b)] (v--~)~=O, UE V, n=l(v)~ C, 
m = [(n + 1)/2]. Setting B = {v - A(v) 1 v E V} we note that B also satisfies 
a”=0 3 a E B, (3) 
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as well as 
B(4)(A) = 0 qan. (4) 
Suppose there exist a,, a,, . . . . a, E B for which ala2 . . . a,,, # 0. We now 
follow the terminology preceding Theorem 4.1 based on this fixed choice of 
a,, a,, ---, a,, with R replaced by A = RC. For u = (0, . . . . 0, 1, . . . . 1) (HZ - 1 
O’s and nz l’s) we have V = a, a, .. . a, # 0. On the other hand in view of (3) 
and the nature of the partial ordering of Nzm ~ I the element 
t = (m, m, . . . . in) is such that X= I= 0 for all x2 t. We then apply 
Theorem 4.1 to find w = (gm, . . . . gI, t2, ..,, rm) such that 
cp(w)=(ada,)“m~~~(ada,)“‘(ada,)“2~~~(ada,,z)’tn 
= &(a (J),, Z#O, J # 0. 
Since char R = 0 we have E # 0. Since f(u) = M we know that 1(z) 2 111. 
Therefore Z(w) >2Fn=n since w=z+y and l(z)=1(~). It follows from 
Z(M~) 2 n and from (4) that (P(MJ) = 0, resulting in the contradiction 
ZAj=O. 1 
As a corollary to Theorem 4.2 we have 
THEOREM 4.3. Let R be a *-prime ring of char 0 with involution of the 
second kind, and let V be a nonempty subset of R satisfying 
V’“‘(R) = 0 
for some fixed positive integer n. Then V G C + B, B a subset of RC, B” = 0, 
where m = [(n + 1)/2]. 
Proof: We may assume that R is not prime, so we may once again 
invoke the machinery of Remark 2.1 to write R E .sl R @ .s2 R, recalling that 
each E,.R is prime with extended centroid sic. Clearly the condition 
(si P’)@) (ERR) = 0 prevails and so by Theorem 4.2 we have si VC E~C+ ciBi, 
&iBi a subset of ~4, (E~B)[(~+‘)“~ =O. Therefore 
As a second application of Theorem 4.1 we turn our attention to the 
situation where R is a ring with involution of the first kind. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let R be a prime ring with involution * of the first kind, 
of char 0, and i? not of class BD(2). Let V be a nonempty subset of the skew 
elements K satisfying 
V’“‘(K) = 0. (5) 
Then V”=O. 
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Proof From (5) we see in particular that (ad a)’ (K) =0 and so by 
Theorem 1.1(2) u[(~+‘)“~~+’ = 0 for all a E V, which implies 
a” = 0, ae V. (61 
We next claim that 
Zn- I 
,I=I, (ada,)(k~r)=O 
for all aiE V, k E K, r E R, where k 0 r = kr + rk = (k, + k,)(r). Indeed, for 
r = s E S (the symmetric elements of R) kos E K and the result follows 
directly from (5). If r = Jo K then the Leibnitz Formula, with 
A = JJf!; ’ (ad ai) applied to the product kj (and similarly to the product 
jk), yields (kj)’ = Cdi kd,jdh-i. In any summand either lAi( 2 n or 
(A,, _ i( 3 n and so from (5) again we see that (kj + jk)d = 0 and our claim 
is established. 
We write (7) in the form 
ifJl (ai/-airj(kl+krj=O, qZ211-1, (8) 
where a,cz V and k E K. Suppose there exist a,, a2, . . . . a,, E V such that 
alal .. ’ a,, # 0. We now follow the terminology preceding Theorem 4.1 
based on the fixed choice a,, a,, . . . . a,, with n of course now playing the 
role of nz. For v = (0, . . . . 0, 1, . . . . 1) (n - 1 O’s and n l’s) we have 
V = a1a2.. . a, # 0. On the other hand, in view of (6), t = (n, n, . . . . n) is such 
that X =.Z =0 for all x 2 t. We then apply Theorem 4.1 to find 
IV= (oH, . . . . cl, z2, . . . . t,,) for which 
cp( MT) = (ad an)om . . . (ada,)“L(ada2)T2...(ada,)‘n 
= 4% m,, Z#O, J #O, &fO 
since char R = 0. Since Z(V) = n we know that l(z) > n and since Z(y) = l(z) 
and bt‘ = z + JJ we see that Z(w) z 212. As a result we see from (8) that 
(Z)[ ($)r (k, + k,) = 0 (9) 
for all k E K. Using the isomorphism A,A, z A oC A0 we rewrite (9) as 
(z@yj(k@ l+ l@k)=O 
which in turn can be written as 
(10) 
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for all k E K Since 4; # 0 we see from (10) that ?k, F are C-dependent for 
all kE K, and since Z# 0 we conclude that FKc CF and by reiteration we 
have ,?EG Cj, where Ris the associative subring of R generated by K. Since 
i? is not of class BD(2) we see from [9, Theorem 3.3 and Remark 4.5(d)] 
that R contains a nonzero ideal U of R, and we reach the contradiction 
that FUG’ is a l-dimensional right ideal of A = RC. 1 
5. INVOLUTIONS OF THE FIRST KIND 
Throughout this section R will denote a *-prime ring with involution of 
the first kind (necessarily R must be a prime ring). As usual K will denote 
the skew elements and A = RC the central closure (again a prime ring with 
* given by (YA)* = r*l, Y E R, A E C). 
Now let V be a generalized Lie ideal of K of index dn. We define 
T= T,= (t E K ( [V, [t, K]] G V), a set that will prove useful in the study 
of v. 
LEMMA 5.1. T, is (a) a Lie subring of K and (b) a Lie inner ideal of K. 
ProoJ Let t, u E T= T,, k, jE K, and v E V. The proof of (a) follows 
from the observation that 
[v, [[t, ul, kll= [u, [[t, kl, ull+ [v, [t, Cz4. kill E v. 
To prove (b) we write 
Cv, CC& Cup kll, Al = Co, CC& A, Cu, kill + Cc Ct, CCu, kl, All 
= CCu, Ct, Al, Cu, kll+ [ICt, A, Cv, Cu, kill 
+ Cv, Ct, CCu, kl, All E CV, Cw kll+ CCt, jl, VI 
+Cv, Ct,KllcK I 
We are now ready to prove one of the main results of this paper. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let R be a *-prime ring with involution of theJirst kind, 
let V f 0 be a generalized Lie ideal of K of index <n, and set 
T= T,= {tgKI [V, [t, K]] c V}. 
(a) Suppose char R # 2, Tc2) # 0, and 3 is not of class C(2) or BD(4). 
Then [J n K, K] G V for some nonzero *-ideal J of R. 
(b) Suppose char R = 0 and T(*) = 0. Then V6n-7 = 0. 
Remarks. Since V $0 it necessarily follows that w cannot be of class 
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BD(2). The two exceptional cases where ~ is of class C(2) or BD(4) will 
be discussed at the end of this section. 
Proof. (a) Suppose first that [Tc3’o Tc3), T@)]‘=O. Since we are 
assuming here that Tc2) #O we know by Lemma 2.9 that Tt4’ # 0. We 
thereby choose a # 0 E Tc4) and form the element 
CL-~,.%12, [IGx,llCCG ~312~ [a, dl (11) 
in the free product A&x,, x2, x3, x4) of A and the free algebra 
C(x,, x2, x3, x4) over C. By Lemma 2.7 [a, K] c Tc3) and so (11) is a 
generalized polynomial identity (GPI) on K, i.e., vanishes on K. Further- 
more it is nontrivial (e.g., the term a~~uxrux~ux~u.~~ux~ cannot be 
canceled). Therefore by [7, Theorem 4.91 R, and hence A = RC, is GPI 
and by [6, Theorem 31 A has a nonzero socle H. 
Suppose R is not PI. Now H is a simple ring with *, with skew elements 
KCn H and it is known (e.g., [9, Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 511(d)]) in 
this case that KCn H generates H as a ring. By Lemma 2.9 T’3’C# 0 
and therefore [ Tt3’C, KC n H] # 0. But [ Tt3’C, KC n H] s T”‘C n H by 
Lemma 2.7, and so Tc2’C n H # 0. Set T, = TC n H and suppose T :” = 0. 
Then [ Tc2’C n H, KC n Hlc2’ E (TC n H)(2J = 0, which violates Lemma 3.5 
(with H playing the role of R, KCn H playing the role of K, and 
0 # Tc2’C n H). Therefore Ty’ # 0. We then select ur, or E T, such that 
Cur, uI} # 0. By [9, Corollary 2.91 there exists a symmetric idempotent e in 
H such that eAe contains ur and ur and also (eAe : C) > 16. The set 
T2 = 7’, n eAe is clearly both a Lie subring and a Lie inner ideal of eKCe. 
Furthermore T(22) # 0 since u1 , ur E T,. By Lemma 2.9 (applied to the ring 
eAe) we note that Tim’ # 0 for all m. We consider the chain of C-spaces: 
T2 2 Ti2) 2 . . 2 Tim 2 . . . . 
Because (eAe : C) < cc the sequence levels off, say, Tp) = Ti”’ + 1) # 0. 
From Lemma 2.7 we see from [ Ty’, eKCe] = [Tim+ “, eKCe] c T\“) that 
0 # Ty’ is a Lie ideal of eKCe. Since (eAe : C) > 16 Tk”’ is not an excep- 
tional Lie subideal of eKCe and so from the definition of being exceptional 
we have 
[77![21 3 T;“‘[‘l, T(m)92 #(). 
By Lemma 2.6(b) 7’:“) is a Lie subring and so Ty’c21 c Tim’ C_ T y! and 
T$“‘[” c Tim’ E T;“‘. Th erefore we have arrived at the contradiction 
[ T(3)Co Tt3)C, T(‘)C]2 # 0, and so we must conclude that R is PI. 
Since R is PI we know that A = RC is finite dimensional over C. Again 
we form a sequence 
TCIJT’~‘C~ . . . &‘-““‘C~ . . . 
481/152!1-8 
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which must level off, say, T’“‘C= T’“+“C# 0. As above we conclude that 
T’“‘C is a Lie ideal of KC. Since we are assuming i? is not of class C(2) 
or BD(4), T(‘“)C cannot be an exceptional Lie subideal and we reach the 
same contradiction as in the preceding paragraph. Therefore we must 
conclude that [ Tc3’ 0 Tc3), Tc2)]’ # 0. 
The +-ideal I = I, = R[ T (3)o Tc3), Tt2)] R is therefore nonzero, by 
Lemma 2.8 [In K, K] G T, and by [9, Corollary 5.31 we know that 
[[In K, K] f 0. From the definition of Twe have [V, [[In K, K], K]] _c V. 
Setting U= [[Zn K, K], K] we have [V, U] 5 V, U $0, from which it 
follows that [V, U] is a Lie subideal of K. By [9, Lemma 5.2(b)] 
[V, U] f 0 and by assumption [V, U] is not exceptional. Therefore 
[Jn K, K] s [V, U] 5 V for an appropriate *-ideal J# 0 (namely, the 
ideal Jy defined in Section 2) and the proof of (a) is now complete. 
(b) We now suppose that Tc2) = 0. Using Lemma 2.5(a) we see from 
[V, [V-), K]]c [V, V (“-‘j(K)] = V(“‘(K)c Vthat V(“-‘)E T, whence 
[ Vcn-i), V’“-“1 = 0. We also note that 
We set D = {ad v I v E V} E Der K and let A and Q be products of elements 
of D such that IAJ > 2n -2 and (52) > 2n -2. Putting these observations 
together we see that [?‘, JIM]= 0 for all x, v E K, and so by Theorem 3.6 
Vc6+‘)(K) =O. Then by Theorem 4.4 V’+‘=O and the proof is 
complete. 1 
Suppose fi is of class C(2) and V # 0 is a GLI of K. The skew elements 
KC of RC are a 3-dimensional simple Lie algebra over C. Suppose first that 
Tc2) # 0. Then the chain of C-spaces 
TCz Tc2’Cz . . . 2 T’“‘C~ . . . 
levels off, say, 0 -# T’“‘C= T(M+ “C . From [ T’“‘C KC] = 
CT’“+ “C, KC] E T(“jC we see that T’“)C is a Lie ideal of KC: and so 
T@“)C = KC, whence TC = KC. Then [ VC, KC] = [ VC, [ TC, KC] ] s VC 
and so VC is also a Lie ideal of KC, whence VC = KC. Next suppose that 
char R = 0 and Tc2) = 0. By Theorem 5.2(b) Vq = 0 for appropriate q. But 
the special nature of RC is such that the only possible nilpotent subring of 
RC is of the form Cx, x2 = 0. Therefore we may write VC= Cv, v E V, 
v2 = 0. We have thus shown 
Remark 5.3. Let i? be of class C(2) and let V # 0 be a GLI of K. 
(a) If char R # 2 and Tc2) # 0, then VC = KC. 
(b) If char R = 0 and T(‘) = 0, then VC = Cv, u2 = 0. 
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Now suppose ii is of class BD(4) and V#O is a GLI of K. The skew 
elements L = KC of RC can be written as a Lie theoretic direct sum 
L, 0 L,, where Li is a simple 3-dimensional Lie algebra over C. In fact the 
associative subring Qi= L,+ Cl is such that Qi is of class C(2). For pi the 
projection of L on Lj and for Xc K we let Xi = piXC. 
Suppose first that T!*’ #O, i= 1, 2. Then for all m Ty’# 0, i = 1, 2. As 
before we know that for some m T (m’C is a Lie ideal of L and the only 
possibility here is that T (m)C = L, whence TC = L. Therefore the *-ideal 
I=IT#O and so Of [In K, K] s T (see Lemma 2.8). Setting U= 
[[InK, K], K] we then have O# [V, U]z V where [IV, U] is a Lie 
subideal of K. 
Suppose next that char R = 0 and for some j Tj*! = 0. Then Remark 5.3 
can be applied to each of the rings Qi, i= 1,2 in order to conclude that 
for each i, i = 1, 2, either Vi= Li or vi= Cri, II: = 0. Summarizing these 
considerations we have 
Remark 5.4. Let i? be of class BD(4) and let V#O be a GLI of K. 
(a) If char R # 2 and T i*’ # 0, i = 1,2, then V contains a nonzero Lie 
subideal of K. 
(b) If char R = 0 and some Tj” = 0 then for each i= 1,2 either 
V,=Lj or I/.=CD~, vf=O. 
6. INVOLUTIONS OF THE SECOND KIND 
Throughout this section R will denote a *-prime ring with involution of 
the second kind. We fix a skew element /I # 0 in C and set a = fi’ E C,, We 
also fix a *-ideal I # 0 of R such that PI 5. R and fl- ‘I c A. We note that 
I=InK+InS=InK+/?fl-‘(ZnS)GK+fiK. For U an additive sub- 
group of R and d E C we shall use the compact notation U, to denote the 
polynomials in 2 over U, i.e., a typical element of U; is of the form 
Cl10 uiAi, uie U. Specifically in this section we will have occasion to work 
in the chain of coverings R G R, c R,, noting in particular that the skew 
(resp. symmetric) elements of R, are K, (resp. S,). 
Now let V be a generalized Lie ideal of K of index dn. Since I& K+ flK 
we see that V’“)(Z) E V,. Analogous to the set T, used in the previous 
section we will find here as a useful tool the set 
T,=+RI [V,[t,Z]]‘V,). 
For any additive subgroup W of R we define W to be a Lie I-inner ideat 
of R if Wi2)(I) s v. We begin with 
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LEMMA 6.1. T, is (a) a subring of R, (b) a Lie I-inner ideal qf R, and 
(c) invariant under k. 
ProoJ: (a) Let u, t E T,,, XE I, and v E V. We first remark that 
[tu, x] = [t, ux] + [zl, xt], noting that ux, xt E I. Then 
cv, Ctu, -XII = cv, Cl, uxll + cv, c4 -xl11 E v, 
since t, UE T,,, and so tuE T,,. 
(b) Let t, UE T,, r, XE 1, and v E V. Using the Jacobi identity we first 
have 
[[It, Cu, rll, xl = [CC -xl, C4 rll+ [t, [[u, f-1, x11. (121 
Commuting (12) with o and using the Jacobi identity again we have 
Iv, CCC Cu, rll, dxll = CCv, Ct, XII, C4 rll+ CC& -~I, Cv, Cw rlll 
-t Co, Ct, CC4 rl, xl11 E [VP, Cu, rll+ CCC xl, VA 
+ vp E v,. 
(c) If tE T, xel, and UE V then 
[v, [t”,x]]= -cv*, cx*, t]*]= -[[x”, t],v]*EV;= VB. 1 
LEMMA 6.2. Either T, contains a nonzero k-ideal of R or TF’ = 0. 
ProoJ Let x E Tb2), ye T,, and r E I. Since [Tf’, I] G T:‘(I) s T, we 
note that [x, I] G T,. Using this observation in conjunction with T, being 
a subring we see from [x, yr] = [x, y] r + y[-u, r] that [x, y]l~ T,. Now 
let rO, rl , r2 E I. Then 
CCro, CCx, ~1, rJ1, CCx, ~1, rJ1 E To. (13) 
Expansion of (13) yields r,[x, y] rl [x, y] r2 + [x, y] w E T, for some w E Z, 
and so we conclude that r,[x, y] rI [x, y] r2 E T,. Thus the ideal 
J=Z[x, y] I[x, y]Zc T,. If J#O then J*G T, by Lemma 6.1(c), whence 
the *-ideal J+ J* lies in T, and we are finished. We may therefore assume 
that J= 0, which implies that [x, y] 1[x, y] = 0 (since I is a *-ideal) and 
in turn that [x, y] = 0 (since R is semiprime and I is a h-ideal). We have 
thus established that Tr’ = [ Ts”, T,] = 0, which implies TL2’( T:‘(I)) = 0. 
In particular for a E Ty’ we have [a, [a, I]] =O. By Lemma 2.3 we 
conclude that a = 0, and the proof is complete. u 
Before proceeding to the main result of this section we wish to show that 
even an exceptional Lie subideal of K contains a nearly standard Lie ideal 
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of K. To this end if W is a Lie subideal of K we define Pw to be the *-ideal 
IWC4’I. 
LEMMA 6.3. [P,n K, In K] c W,. 
Proo$ Since W is a Lie subideal of K it is easy to see that 
‘[rl, K] c W. From this, 
Ek 
using the Jacobi identity, we obtain 
c2’, K] c ur[l’, and it then follows that 
[ Wc2’, Z] = [ Wrzl, In K+ /3/F’(ln S)] c W[I’ + flW[” c “5”. 
More generally an easy induction establishes [ WC’n+ll, I] c WC”“. Now 
let p, qE Wc21 and XEI. Then 
[p, 41-Y = [p, qx] - q[p, x] E [ wCZ’, I] + W[2’[ w[2’, I] 
E wp + [W/cl’, WC”] wk” r7q-J 
(the subring generated by Wk” ). Therefore W c3’J~ w. Next let p, 
qE WC31 and x, y E I. We write 
-XCP, 41 Y = cx, CP, 411 Y + [PI 41 Q = ccx> PI7 41 .Y + CP7 [TX-> qll J’ 
+[p,q]xyE[WF’, W[3’]I+[wy wF’-Jr+ wr4’1 
c wpq-? 
Thus P = P,E v. With the aid of Lemma 2.4 we note that 
[Pn K, In K] E [T, Z] = [ Wb’l, I] = [ WL” +/3Wb’I, In K+In S] 
c [Will, In K] + [ WL’l, P(In S)] + S,, - 
where S, is symmetric. Therefore 
[Pn K, In K] E [ Wg”, In K] + [ Wk’l, ,!?(ln S)] E [Will, K] c W,. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let R be a k-prime ring with involution of the second 
kind. Let b be a skew element of C, let I be a nonzero *-ideal such that 
/U~Randb-‘I~R,andsetcc=j3’~C*. Let V be a noncentral generalized 
LieidealofKofindex <nandlet T,={tgRI [V,[t,I]]sVv,). 
(a) Suppose char R # 2 and Tg’ # 0. Then [Jn K, K] E V, for some 
nonzero *-ideal J of R unless R is of class C(2) in which case 
[J n K, In K] C_ V, for some nonzero *-ideal J of A. 
(b) Suppose char R = 0 and To (2) = 0 Then VC C + B, B a subset of . 
RC, B3”-3=0. 
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ProoJ We first remark that it suffices to prove the theorem in the case 
where a lies in the centroid of R and IXVC V, i.e., R = R, and V= V,. 
(a) By Lemma 6.2 T, contains a nonzero *-ideal J of R and without 
loss of generality we may assume that JEZ. By the definition of T, we 
then have [V, Jc2’] E V,. In particular [V, (Jn K)(‘)] c V, whence 
[ ?’ (Jn K)‘2’] must lie in V= V, (the skew component of Vfi). Setting 
U: (Jn K)‘2’ we write [V, U] E V, noting that U f 0. It follows that 
[V, U] is a Lie ideal of U and therefore [V, U] is a Lie subideal of K. By 
[9, Lemma 52(b)] [V, U] f 0 and by [9, Lemma 5.2c)] [V, U][“] $0. 
If Z? is not of class C(2) then [V, U] is not exceptional. In this case we 
know there is a nonzero *-ideal J, = Jcv, c, such that [J, n K, K] c 
[V, U] G V and we are done. If a is of class C(2) we still have the nonzero 
*-ideal P = Z[ V, U] [“Z, and by Lemma 6.3 [P n K, In K] E [ V, U] E V. 
(b) We now assume T, (2J = 0. Making use of Lemma 2.5 we see 
from [V, [V (--l), Z]] E [V, v “‘- ‘j(Z)] = Vi”)(Z) c VP that Vcn- ‘) c T,. 
whence [ V(“-.l), V’“-“1 =O. We also note that V(2n-2)(Z) = 
V(n-2’( V(“)(Z)) G Vcn-*‘( VP) = VF-“. We set D = {ad u 1 v E V} c Der R 
and let d and Sz be products of elements of D such that )d 13 2n - 2 and 
lsZl> 2n - 2. We have just shown that [xd, ~“1 = 0 for all X, J' E I. By 
Theorem 3.3 xT= 0 for all XE R and all Z for which 1ZJ > 6n - 7, i.e., 
V(6np7)(R) = 0.. Then by Theorem 4.3 I/s C+ B, B a subset of RC, 
B3n-3 = 0, and the proof is complete. 1 
Remark 6.5. Suppose R is *-prime but not prime. Then the skew 
element p in C may be chosen so that p’= 1 (as mentioned earlier in 
Remark 2.1). Accordingly the conclusion in part (a) of Theorem 6.4 may be 
strengthened to read: “[Jn K, K] E V” (if i? is not of class C(2)) and 
“[Jn K, In K] s V’ (if 8 is of class C(2)). 
Remark 6.6. Suppose R= Q@ QO, Q a prime ring, Q” the opposite 
ring, * the exchange involution (x, J)) --t (y, x). Choosing ~7 = (1, -1) as a 
central skew element we not only have fi’ = (1, 1) but also the *-ideal Z 
such that /IZG R and ~-‘ZG R may be taken to be R itself. Therefore the 
entire conclusion in part (a) of Theorem 6.4 may be further strengthened to 
simply read “[Jn K, K] G V.” 
Taking advantage of the Lie isomorphism x + (x, -x) between the prime 
ring Q (considered as a Lie ring under [x, y]) and the skew elements K of 
R = Q@ Q”, we are able to recapture Theorem 1.2 (the main result of 
[lo]) as a corollary to Theorem 6.4 and Remark 6.6. 
THEOREM 6.7. Let Q be a prime ring, let V be a noncentral generalized 
LieidealofQofindex<n,andletT={tEQI[V,[t,Q]]cV}. 
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(a) If char Q # 2 and T(l) # 0 then [J, Q] c Vfor some nonzero idea/ 
Jof Q. 
(b) If char Q =0 and T (2’ = 0 then VC C + B, C the extended 
centroid of Q, B a subset of RC, B3n-3 = 0. 
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